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DAY 1 – 14TH MAY 2019
SOFIA AIRPORT – VITOSHA MOUNTAINS – KRICHIM –
YAGODINA VILLAGE
Weather: cloudy with mist in the mountains, overcast along the way, temp 7-15 C.
This exciting 9-day tour of Bulgaria started at Sofia Airport with a group of four birders. The group arrived
at lunchtime and within an hour we had our binoculars out and ticking our first birds.
Unlike tours in the past, we decided to drive up into the mountains next to Sofia and look for Nutcrackers.
A well sought-after bird that proves difficult to find in the breeding season. One hour after we had left
the airport we were making our way up to the mountains. Whilst travelling up the bumpy, coble mountain
road I heard a Semi-collared Flycatcher which made me jump onto the brakes. It took us a minute to
locate the singing bird. A brilliant male was singing out in the open on the top of a dead tree providing
superb views. It sat still enough for everyone to see it in the scope. A minute later a Black Woodpecker
called from the woods but it didn’t show. What great start!

Semi-collared Flycatcher

A couple of miles up the road we stopped the van again, this time was for a Willow Tit. A fantastic bird
was calling and provided great views for everyone.

Semi-collared Flycatcher Woodland habitat
Few minutes later we finally arrived at a ski resort where Nutcrackers are notoriously known to exist.
Temperature was below 10 degrees Celsius and mist was covering the tops of the trees. Nevertheless
we started ticking bird after bird. Black Redstart, Common Crossbill, Ring Ouzel (alpestris), Firecrest,
Goldrest and there it was… a Nutcracker sat right out in the open providing superb views. We first saw
it flying across the ski slopes and over the tree tops but finally it sat still for everyone to enjoy. What a
cracking good start!

Nutcracker. Image taken in January 2019 during a Nutcracker photography session
We had lunch at the mountain chalet at the resort and when coming out of the building another
Nutcracker called and sat right up there waiting for us to scope it. Mission accomplished! Off we went
to Yagodina which will be our base for the first night.
On the way we did only one stop to stretch our legs. At the stop we logged a Roller, Black headed
Bunting, Golden Oriole and a Lesser spotted Eagle. En route we added Raven, Red-rumped Swallow
and Lapwing.
We arrived at the hotel at Yagodina for a wonderful meal and a well deserved cold drink. We ended up
with 59 species for the day. What a great start of the trip!

DAY 2ND – 15TH MAY 2019
Yagodina – Trigrad Gorge – Smolyan – Kardzhali –
Krumovgrad
Weather: chilly in the mountains and sunny during the day with temp up to 20 degr.cels.
We met at 6.30 am for a walk around Yagodina village before breakfast. It was rather cool but birds
were singing actively. We had fantastic views of Red-rumped Swallows, Pallid Swifts, Serin, Black
Redstart, Long-tailed Tits and a stunning male Bullfinch. The highlight of the morning walk must be a
pair of Black Woodpeckers which we saw on their favourite tree. We also heard Green Woodpecker and
some of us saw Great Spotted Woodpecker.

After a wonderful breakfast we loaded the luggage and headed to the place for our main reason to be
in the area. The Wallcreeper! Heading towards the site we saw couple of Dippers and many Grey
Wagtails.
In about 30 min we were at the Wallcreeper place. I opened the door of the van and within 30 seconds
heard the fantastic song of the Wallcreeper! Then I saw a bird flying across the gorge and again the call
of the male which sounded very close. It was right opposite our side of the road about 20m away from
us. We kept watching it feeding, singing, going in and out of view. At times we had both birds from the
pair in the binoculars. What a treat! We watched for about 30 min when the male decided to come over
our side of the road and landed in less than 10 m away from us. It stayed still, then flashing the red on
its wings and singing! Oh, my Lord! That is an absolute stunning bird! What an experience!
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“There is nothing more you can want from this bird. “, said one of the participants. We kept watching
the bird when it disappeared and we could finally breath. What a stunner!
The pair had not been seen for several years and it is fantastic that they are finally back here. We left
the place with great satisfaction and continued our way to the east.
In an hour drive we stopped to enjoy the mountainous view and the song of Yellowhammer which fitted
very nicely with the landscape. While enjoying it, two Honey Buzzards flew low over our heads. Further
on we added Firecrest and Dunnock to the list.
For lunch we stopped in Smolyan: a small town with very steep terrain. Couple of hours later we
descended from the mountains and were watching Pygmy Cormorants while eating our ice-cream and
drinking coffee. What a change in terrain, habitats and birds.
Now in the Eastern Rhodopes, we started adding birds of prey to our list. A Short-toed Eagle flew low
over the road and we certainly pulled out to enjoy it. Another layby on the road produced glimpses of
our first Syrian Woodpecker, a distant Egyptian Vulture, Golden Oriole, Cirl Bunting, Nightingale, Black
Stork, Red -backed Shrike and a few other common birds.
It was already a long and full-on day with plenty of excitement, so we called it a day. What a productive
day regardless of all the travelling.

Day 3 – 16th MAY 2019
Krumovgrad – Dolna Kula – Potochnitsa – Dolno
Cherkovishte
Weather: hot in the morning with 20+ degrees, showers at noon and sunny in the afternoon
We met at 6.30 for a walk in the city park before breakfast which produced a stunning male Common
Redstart. After breakfast we visited a favourite place of mine: the valley of the Krumovitsa River.
Shortly upon entry into the valley we pulled off the road. It was the area where we usually see a Barred
Warbler and it didn’t take us long to locate one. Shortly after we got off I heard a singing bird. In a
few minutes, the bird sat still out in the open for everyone to enjoy. What a stunning male that was! At
the same spot we added Roller, Black-headed Bunting and Golden Oriole to the day list.

Krumovitsa river valley

Further down the road we pulled out at a layby overlooking the river where we saw our first Griffon
Vultures and we had fantastic views of Cirl Bunting. The scrub further along the road produced fleeting
views of Olive-tree Warblers and a very obliging Sardinian Warbler. We added Lesser Grey Shrike and
Chukar Partridge to the list. After hearing it from different places we finally managed to see it sitting
still on the top of a rock as per a text book. A Short -toed Eagle also sat on a rock for us giving us superb
views. A distant Hobby and Egyptian Vulture enriched our raptor list. Black Storks were a usual view
during the whole day.

Chukar partridge, image : Jeanne Vitkovskis

After spending a few hours in the valley we decided to carry on to a stop for picnic but not before a
stop for coffee and ice-cream where we enjoyed a small Bee-eater colony.

Short-toed Eagle, image : Jeanne Vitkovskis

Short-toed Eagle

Our stop for lunch was just on time and at a suitable shelter for the upcoming shower. Shortly after we
stopped it started raining. Well planned!! During lunch a Black Kite flew over the nearby village. Shortly
after that the rain stopped and we headed onto a vulture feeding station. There was no carcass but
there were still a few Griffon and Egyptian Vultures flying around. I met a colleague from the Bulgarian
Society for Protection of Birds who was watching the adaptation of juvenile Egyptian Vultures released
only a day ago. A Black Kite was also present at the site. On the way down from the feeding station we
added Wood Lark, Linnet and Skylark to the list.
The rest of the afternoon was fairly quiet with observations of quite a few Griffon Vultures. On the way
to the hotel we finally saw Turtle Doves after hearing them all day long. Thus we ended the day with a
cold drink by the cliffs at Dolno Cherjovishte.

Day 4 – 17th MAY 2019
Route: Dolno Cherkovishte – Madzharovo – Liubimets –
Levka – Burgas
Weather: cool in the morning with thick mist around the river, thin clouds during the day and rain at the
end of the day.
We started the day with a pre-breakfast walk around the hotel grounds, as usual. We had great views
of Sombre Tit, Black Stork, Hoopoe, Alpine Swift, Spanish Sparrows, Black-headed Buntings and
Common Kestrel. The highlight of the walk though, must be a pair of Ruddy Shelduck that we first
spotted on the top of the cliff above our hotel and then by the road upon our leave. They were

examining the cracks on the rock including niches left from Thracian times. That is right, Thracians were
here and we still witness their presence by the niches they have made on the cliffs for storage.
Other than the Ruddy Shelduck we also saw 2 Hawfinches and heard a Marsh Warbler. All of them
before breakfast.
Half an hour later we were on our way to the coast. The route is very picturesque with loads of places
to visit. It is the route of the raptors.
An hour after we departed we arrived at Madzharovo: the Jurassic Park of Bulgaria. It just steams with
wildlife around here. Our first targets were Rock Nuthatch, Peregrine Falcon, Ortolan Bunting, Blue Rock
Thrush, Subalpine Warbler and Golden Eagle. We bagged the first 2 within minutes after our arrival but
had to work for the others. We did hear the Ortolan Bunting and Subalpine Warbler singing but failed
to see them. Golden Eagle didn’t turn up at all but we enjoyed again the call of the Chukar and Sombre
Tit.

At the next stop we were at the caldera of the volcano and managed to see loads of Griffon Vultures on
a thermal, Black Stork in the river and finally managed to get the Ortolan Bunting, the Blue Rock Thrush
and Rock Bunting. We had a fantastic morning in the crater.

Just after lunch on the way out of the town I started thinking about potential opportunities to see Levant
Sparrowhawk. At that very moment I heard a bird calling and jumped on the breaks. A female Levant
Sparrowhawk was sitting obligingly out in the open on a poplar tree. It called and turned either side for
us to enjoy it. We watched it for 10 min and left it in peace. What a special bird.

Aesculapian Snake

Our next target birds were Olive -tree Warbler and Masked Shrike which we were to find in an old growth
oak forest 15 min after the Levant Sparrowhawk. It was very quiet when we first arrived, but we
managed to locate at least 3 Olive-tree Warblers and a Masked shrike. The Warblers were very shy,
but we finally managed to see one out in the open. The Shrike didn’t show very well but we did see it.
At the spot we also had great views of Ortolan Bunting and a family of Wood Larks feeding chicks.

Levant Sparrowhawk from the back of my camera

Next on the agenda were Lesser Kestrel and Eastern Imperial Eagle. When arriving at the site there
were no Kestrels at all which was quite a surprise. There are often several birds flying around. Few
minutes later they started appearing. At the same time couple of Imperial Eagles also turned up high in
the sky but well visible. Mission accomplished and off we go on our way.

Imperial Eagle from the back of my camera

It was getting late and we had to go. En route we kept checking out the birds of prey and saw Lesser
spotted Eagle, Booted Eagle, Common, Honey and Long-legged Buzzard. Shortly before reaching
Bourgas we pulled out at a layby where we knew a pair of Montague’s Harrier may be. It took us about
10 min to locate a stunning male hunting low over the fields. What a fantastic bird!
Thus we ended the day. Shortly after we left the last place, it started raining and drove straight to our
hotel. It was a really productive day. It was the day of the raptors with 13 species seen!

Day 5 – 18th MAY 2019
Bourgas Wetlands
Weather: sunny with temp 25 degr.
We started the morning at Vaya lake with nice light on the birds. The change of habitats from previous
days certainly brings new birds. We started adding new ones: Penduline Tit, White and Dalmatian
Pelicans, Black and White-winged Terns, Night and Purple Heron, Great Reed Warbler. At another stop
on the same lake we added Little Bittern and Little Grebe.
After a quick stop for coffee and fuel we continued adding species: Glossy Ibis, Shelduck, Gadwall. The
highlight of the morning and the day is a group of 15 Collared Pratincoles that landed about 20m in front
of us and started bathing in a pool. We watched them for several minutes. What a stunning bird. This
sighting is a good candidate for bird of the trip.

Collared Pratincole (digiscoped)

In the afternoon we visited several other wetlands including Poda Reserve. We had more observations
of Collared Pratincoles, Whiskered Tern, Curlew Sandpiper, Ferruginous Duck, Lesser Spotted Eagle,
Short-toed Eagle, Oystercatcher, and some other birds.
Throughout the whole afternoon we had great migration of Pelicans and Honey Buzzards so kept seeing
groups of them.
Our last place for the day were the saltpans of Atanasovsko Lake where we added Mediterranean Gull,
Spoonbill, Ruff, Curlew and Dunlin. It was a great day with new habitats and birds. We had 84 species
for the day.

Day 6 - 19TH MAY 2019
Route: Bourgas – Poda – Pomorie – Goritsa- Kaliakra
Weather: sunny 25 degr cels.
What a fantastic day! We started with a River Warbler and Thrush Nightingale and ended with Rosy
Starling, Common Rosefinch and Rufous-tailed Bush Robin!!! That must be the best day of the trip.
We started the day with the usual pre-breakfast walk around our hotel. It was fairly quiet for bird song
but we could still record Golden Oriole, Corn Bunting and Red-backed Shrike. While looking at the
latter we heard the call of a River Warbler. Wow! Scanned the bushes around but in vain. It is a very
difficult bird to see. Anyway, it is still quite good.

Little Tern, Common Tern and nesting Avocet

After breakfast we headed to Poda reserve where we had the usual birds like Glossy Ibis, Common
Tern, Little Egret and others. On the way out of the reserve we heard Thrush Nightingale singing in line
with a Great Reed Warbler. Another goodie in the bag.

Sandwich Tern colony with a few Mediterranean Gulls on the posts

Our next stop was at Pomorie saltpans. A place where birds are quite tame and used to people. It was
absolutely steaming with birds: Avocets , Black-winged Stilts and Little Terns nest literary on your door
step. We logged them together with Sandwich Tern, and a few distant Grey Plovers. At the northern
part of the Saltpans we saw a Golden Jackal walking right in the middle of a flock of Spoonbills and
Avocets. Wow, what a sighting. Right in the middle of the day. Apparently, Bulgaria has one of the
biggest populations of Golden Jackal in Europe (unconfirmed sources).
After that exciting observation we continued our journey onto the next stop: Goritsa Forest. Our main
targets here are the Middle Spotted Woodpecker and Short-toed Treecreeper. We headed directly to
the place with the woodpecker and heard the bird calling upon our arrival. I located the nest quickly and
waited for the bird to arrive. It was feeding a hungry chick that had its head poked out of the nest-hole
so it didn’t take long for the parents to come home and feed the chick. What a joyful experience!
Few minutes later we went to another part of the forest and logged Wood Nuthatch and Short-toed
Treecreeper. In the meantime we were getting news for a Rose-coloured Starling, Common Rosefinch
and Rufous-tailed Bush Robin. They were in an area where I wanted us to go on the following day but
why wait until tomorrow. Never leave today’s job for tomorrow !
We jumped on the van and off we went. We stopped briefly at a roosting site for Eagle Owl but searched
in vain. It was still early in the afternoon so we didn’t see it and decided to continue to cape Kaliakra
where the rare vagrants were supposed to be.
After a coffee and an ice-cream stop we felt more energetic and empowered for new birds. We arrived
at the cape in the late afternoon when the majority of Sunday visitors were already leaving. Our first
bird was a Barred Warbler which showed very well. We bagged the Pied Wheatear which is a local
speciality. Bee-eaters were flying all over the place. While listening and scanning for the Rosefinch, one
of the group members spotted a small group of Starlings that landed on a bush on the edge of a cliff:

Rose-coloured! Everyone jumped on the scopes and here we were watching one of the highlights of
the trip! What a fantastic bird. One out of three.

Common Rosefinch, image: Viktor Vasilev

We continued looking for the Rosefinch but in vain. Then a group of colleague birders said that they
had just seen the Bush Robin and it is very calm. Thus we headed towards its location. On the way to
the place though, we heard the Rosefinch calling right by the path! Oooh, yeah!!! Two out of three.

Rufous-tailed Bush Robin

Five minutes later, just as we arrived at the spot for the Bush Robin, we saw the bird exactly as it was
described to be! Stunner! What a cracking bird! Absolutely amazing individual. It was really calm and
let us take some pictures. That is three out of three! What a cracking day. On the way out of the place
we added Mediterranean Shag to the list and called it a day.
This will have to be THE day of the trip! The total count of birds for the moment is 184 species and we
have one more full day of birding. Looking forward to it!

Day 7 – 20th MAY 2019
Sites: Durankulak Lake – Shabla Lake – Balgarevo steppe
Weather: hot in the morning and windy in the afternoon.
The usual pre-breakfast walk was very productive with a few new birds added to our list. After meeting
at 6.30 am we headed directly to a nest of Lesser spotted Woodpecker which I had found upon my
previous visit to the area about 2 weeks ago. Once at the site, it took us only a few minutes to see the
little buddy. Awesome bird!
After the successfully accomplished mission we headed back to a spot for sea-watching. It is
surrounded by scrub and bare trees which are perfect for spotting birds. We managed to get a flock of
20+ Yelkouan Shearwaters and 2 Black throated Divers. Just when we were heading for breakfast I
heard a Syrian Woodpecker from the surrounding trees. That’s another new species for the list.
We had a fantastic breakfast on the terrace of our hotel and soon headed north for another highlight of
the trip: Paddyfield Warbler. Once at the site it took us some 15 min to locate a bird. However, only one
of the group saw it so we continued looking. Just a 100 m down the track 4 birds were chasing each
other. That’s where everyone managed to get on the birds and enjoy them. The Paddyfield Warbler
was the last of three most-wanted birds for Jeanne. Thus we made it three out of three.

Lesser grey Shrike

While watching the Paddyfield Warbler we heard a Savi’s Warbler. That was the next on the list. It took
us only a few minutes to locate the bird and it sat obligingly for minutes out in the open for everyone to
enjoy.
We continued down the track along Durankulak Lake and kept seeing Ferruginous Duck, Purple Heron,
White-winged Tern and Whiskered Tern. A flock of about 20 Rose-coloured Starlings flew past as well.
What a wonderful morning!
After this exciting birding and hot weather we decided to go with the tradition and sit for coffee and icecream on the edge of the coast. After the refreshment we went to the Western side of the lake where
we had information for an Osprey but failed to find it. Instead, we saw Long-legged Buzzard, Stonechat,
Lesser Grey Shrike, lots of Turtle Doves but no Osprey.

Whinchat

In the afternoon we visited Shabla Lake where we added Garganey to our list. It was time to change
the habitat so we headed to the steppe further south. It was high time to see Isabelline Wheatear and
Short-toed Lark. The songs of larks were amazing. They were echoing from everywhere. In the steppe
we were also looking for a Stone Curlew but our first attempt wasn’t successful. After a refreshing drink
in the nearby village we managed to locate one bird not far from the road. A real stunner!
It was late in the afternoon so we decided to make another visit to the Eagle Owl site. After an hour or
so scanning we decided to give up but saw a Tawny Pipit. We thought it would be better if we try again
early on the following day on our way to Sofia. Thus we called it a day and headed to our hotel.

Day 8 – 21st MAY 2019
Krapets – Balchik – Sofia
Weather: hot in the morning and rainy in the afternoon upon arrival in Sofia
Our last day of the trip was devoted mainly for traveling but we did stop on the way to break up the
travel and catch up with some target birds. We left the hotel at 6.30 to optimise the time for birding.
Our first stop was for Eagle Owl as we failed to see it in the previous 2 attempts and we didn’t want to
give up. It was still early in the morning, so we had good chances of seeing it. Once at the site, we
scanned the cliffs quickly and this time we managed to spot the bird within 5 min. Hooray! What a
stunning bird! It is always so rewarding to find a bird after numerous attempts. While enjoying the Eagle
Owl, a Hawfinch landed on a bare branch lit by the rising sun. We took some time to enjoy the birds
and continued our journey.

Eagle Owl

In a few min we stopped for a coffee at a coastal town. We had fantastic time on the terrace of a local
restaurant, right on the coast, looking at the boats in the harbour. Thus after absorbing the spirit of the
atmosphere, we hit the road.

The group

Our next planned stop was for Golden Eagle. We checked the cliffs where a pair often stays but we
didn’t manage to spot the birds. We did hear a Lesser spotted Woodpecker though and spotted Redrumped swallow, Golden Oriole, Cirl Bunting and a couple of Ravens.
For the rest of journey we didn’t add any birds but spotted Long-legged Buzzard, Short-toed Eagle and
a Roller. The last bits of the journey were with heavy rain so we didn’t see any other birds. Thus we
arrived in Sofia in the late afternoon which marked the end of the trip.
Although the trip was officially over, we decided to do some birding on the following morning before the
flight. We went to a lake at the outskirts of Sofia to look for Grey-headed Woodpecker.

At the lake

We met at 7.30 for our last bit of birding. It took us about 20 min to get to the site from our hotel. We
took a packed breakfast and ate it at the lake. Our first bird was a Syrian Woodpecker which showed
very well. The other birds in the area were a couple of male Little Bitterns. Another stunner! We also
spotted a Marsh Tit which was a new addition to our list. The bird was feeding chicks and gave us
multiple opportunities to observe. Further down the track we spotted a Kingfisher and the last bird for
the group was a Grey Wagtail. This was the very end of the journey. Some of the group walked around
the airport after checking in the luggage and spotted Grey Partridge. Never ending effort to see as many
birds as possible.
The total count for the trip marks 205 species.
Thank you to all the participants and to all readers who were with us. If you wish to join us next year
and have opportunities for seeing Nutcracker, Wallcreeper, Levant Sparrowhawk, Olive-tree Warbler
and Rose-coloured Starling, feel free to look at the itinerary description on the Wingspan website here.

COMMENTS
Hi Dancho,
Thanks again for the wonderful two trips (Lake Kerkini in Northern Greece and Bulgaria). It
was amazing having you as our guide. I’ve learnt so much from you, about the birds in both
areas we covered. Bulgaria is a beautiful country. I will definitely consider doing the trip
again next year.
The plane was delayed by 2.5hrs and I eventually got home at 10pm.
Regards
Jeanne

